Videotape Index

0:0

Place Born and Raised
Philadelphia

0:44

Parent's Occupations
Father was a butcher and mother was a housewife

1:0

Father decides to go to law school
This exerted strong influence on her desire to go to law school

2:15

College Years

2:26

Penn Law School

2:45

Admissions Process
Similar to today's process

3:20

Atmosphere at Penn Law during the 70s
People interested in Law for Social change
Students worked hard and were academically ambitious

4:56

Beginning of Interest in Class Actions
Felt that the class action device equalized the power between little guy
and big guy

5:57

David Berger
First met him through a talk David Berger gave at Penn Law School

6:25

Job Search
Her confidence helped her to land the job

7:06

First Job
At Goodis Greenfield

7:16

Beginning to work with David Berger
After 1 year at Goodis Greenfield, Ms. Savett switched over to work with
David Berger

7:45

Early Training
Hands on training with David

8:06

Magic Marker Case
A securities litigation case that helped launch her career

9:57

Training for new associates currently
Training continues to be hands-on and personal

10:30

Case against the Franklin Mint

13:03

Difficult cases stand out in her mind

13:36

Experience as a women in the field
Have run into some prejudices, but not many

14:59

Memorable Cases are not easily defined

17:12

Interested in cases with accounting irregularities

17:30

Creative methods to hide problems in business

18:35

The Sotheby's/Christie's settlement
Retained by a shareholder b/c of the significant decrease in stock after
revelation of the conspiracy. Case was memorable because of the foray
into the art world, but it was not a hard fought case

20 :45

Settlement is always a good idea

20 :58

In re Cascade
A very memorable and significant securities case. The shareholders sued
the analyst side of a brokerage house.

26:00

Three largest settlements for Sherrie Savett
Sotheby's, Waste Management, Rite Aid

27 :47

Opinion on Mediation
Very favorable . Finds that mediation works really well

29:07

Effect of the new economy on securities litigation
The greatest change is expanded access to information

29:42

Effect of the PSLRA
Pleading standards are much harder, but if you survive motion to dismiss
chances are good for the plaintiff. The stakes go up.

30:39

Ethical Dilemmas
Don't come across them too often . Feels the class action device - in
general - is the best way to meet the plaintiff's needs.

31 :12

Lecturing
At Stanford, for a one time event. A class at Penn several years ago.

31 :49

Experience in the classroom
Good to be with bright motivated students

32 :15

Litigation's hostile environment
The courtroom is much more vicious than the clasroom

33:12

Role of personalities in litigation

33:14

Role of judges in litigation

33:48

Future career on the bench
It would be great, but it wouldn't be a greater challenge that being an
advocate

34:19

No desire to enter into academia

35:19

Balancing interests of family and career

37:03

Changes in the profession's attitude towards women in the
workplace

37:35

Balance is important to Savett

38:37

How outside interests and involvements affect work as a lawyer
Helps her understand people and even brings clients her way.

40:19

Advantages of being at a smaller firm

41 :26

Approach towards new or young associates

